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My Dearest Ones,

We can't deny that we experience life through our mind. A mind that is serene and still can
withstand any challenges that life throws at us very easily, while a mind that is fickle and has
no direction will be prone to be anxious, fearful and depressed most of the time. So, the quality
of our life is based on the quality of our mind.

Mind is like a wild, blind horse and has to be bought under control or else it will lead us far
away from our desired destination and into total destruction (if not tamed.)

Hence, if we are truly interested to lead life to our fullest potential (materially and spiritually)
then we have to know the ways to control the mind. The mind is a master of deceiving us
through our preferences (likes and dislikes.) These preferences are often based on our
attachments (strong likes for sense pleasures or need to control) or aversions (strong dislike
towards a person, place or situation) imprinted or stored within our subconscious mind. They
keep arising within us as desires, similar to how waves arise in an ocean and we get tossed
around by them, reacting to play on these desires in an unconscious and habitual manner.

If we succeed in attaining the desires, we will feel the waves calming down temporarily and a
fleeting sense of joy or peace will be experienced, only for another wave of desire (based on
habitual patterns of attachment and aversion) to arise again. Licking on dew water can never
quench ones' thirst, so we will want more and more of the same and eventually feel
disillusioned with the object of our desire and seek out an alternative source of attachment
causing the same vicious cycle to repeat itself. The objects of desire (attachments and
aversions) will keep changing, but the mind will never be permanently content and happy.

On the other hand, if we are not able to fulfill our desire, the waves of clinging and wanting will
arise more, creating a sense of deep unhappiness, sadness and lack of fulfillment. In both
situations, the mind will continue to torment us if we allow our mind to go according to its' will.

The mind will always be seeking. Such a relentless, seeking mind will imprison and torture you
over time even though it appears to calm down temporarily when a desire is met. A time
arrives when the demands of the mind for sense and ego gratification will preoccupy our minds
and the burning will be so severe that it will be experienced as 1000 lashes and 100 bites of
scorpion throughout our body for days and even months. Many go through their entire life
holding such pain within until it becomes unbearable.

Therefore, unless the movement of the mind into desires is brought under check and control,
there can be no lasting peace.

SriSriSriSri KrishnaKrishnaKrishnaKrishna sayssayssayssays inininin thethethethe GitaGitaGitaGita (BG(BG(BG(BG ChapterChapterChapterChapter 6666 VVVV 6)6)6)6) ::::
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I am laying out the following below Sadhana (ASK™) for each of you to do daily. By following
this you will be to attain control of your mind in quick time and realize your true potential of
SATCHITANAND (Unlimited Freedom, Unlimited Intelligence and Unlimited Joy and Happiness.)

ASKASKASKASK™™™™ DAILYDAILYDAILYDAILY SADHANASADHANASADHANASADHANA (DEEPENING(DEEPENING(DEEPENING(DEEPENING PROCESS)PROCESS)PROCESS)PROCESS) ::::

1)1)1)1) JAPAJAPAJAPAJAPA ::::

Repeating of a Mantra (SMARAN) of a particular Deity or God like Krishna, Maa, Christ,
WaheGuru, Shiva, etc., etc. invokes their presence and they don't allow the mind to drift away
into thoughts related to sense and ego gratification and hence bring a deep state of peace and
bubbling joy within us whenever we repeat the Mantra.

Mantra also provides us immense strength to endure suffering during our trials and tribulations.
Mantra Japa given to you by your Guru during the initiation should be uttered and repeated as
often as possible during the day and whenever one can remember until it becomes continuous
and feels like it's repeating on it's own within the body and heart.

For those of you who are not seeking formal initiation in Mantra and are not inclined
devotionally towards a particular Deity or God, and prefer instead a more neutral Japa, you can
repeat the below Mantra as often as possible during the day, and whenever you can remember,
until it becomes continuous and feels like it's repeating on it's own within the body and heart :

"BRAHMAN IS FOREVER FAVORABLE," OR "JAI KRIYASHAKTI"

2)2)2)2) WITNESSINGWITNESSINGWITNESSINGWITNESSING CONSCIOUSNESSCONSCIOUSNESSCONSCIOUSNESSCONSCIOUSNESS WITHWITHWITHWITH RESTRAINRESTRAINRESTRAINRESTRAIN ATTITUDEATTITUDEATTITUDEATTITUDE ::::

The second practice during the waking state is to practice being a witnesser. Witness the mind
and its' inclinations, patterns, likes and dislikes (preferences), need to control others or
situations, and its' constant need to do something or want something etc., etc.

Sense pleasures are, and include, pleasures derived from touching; eating; smelling; watching;
and hearing. We need to restrain them and delay getting gratified if we find the habits are
compulsive and obsessive by reminding ourselves of the doshas (limitations) of such
indulgences. Same thing with trying to exert control in order to assert supremacy over other
people and situations in order to feel a false sense of comfort and security.

Once you recognize the pattern, RESIST THAT pattern if obsessive and compulsive. If you are
preoccupied with a certain desire, DROP THAT instantly. Discern that this is not healthy.
Remind yourself about the trap such a desire is laying and the pain you will have to go through
if you allow the mind to dwell on this desire. You could go back to Japa again if the mind is
unwilling to let go of the desire.

In the beginning, you may experience a strong burning when you first resist the minds' natural
tendency but later on with practice and patience you will feel an inward peace and happiness
as you become aware that the mind is actually under your command and not the other way
around.



3)3)3)3) SITTINGSITTINGSITTINGSITTING MEDITATIONMEDITATIONMEDITATIONMEDITATION ::::

This is a very important part which most skip and miss in their daily Sadhana. Sitting
meditation is the barometer of your mind. It measures the quality of your mind and provides
first hand information and experience of how good your Sadhana is going. How good you are
in controlling the mind and it's fluctuations can all be known when you sit and watch the mind.
When you keep your body still at one place for at least 25 to 40 minutes, the mind exposes
itself and you will know if you have managed to tame it or not.

1) Nabhi Kriya : Do at least 200 Nabhi in front and 50 at back twice daily.

2) Kriya Pranayam : Start with 24 Spinal Kriyas twice daily, softly and gradually increasing to 48
twice daily. Once you reach 48 twice daily, contact your Mentor or Guru for further guidance
before increasing again.

Note : It is advisable that you follow these 3 Steps of the ASK™ Daily Sadhana and that you are
in contact with your Mentor or Guru every 15 days for advice or for a session regarding your
progress.

SIGNSSIGNSSIGNSSIGNS THATTHATTHATTHAT THETHETHETHE MINDMINDMINDMIND ISISISIS BEGINNINGBEGINNINGBEGINNINGBEGINNING TOTOTOTO SURRENDERSURRENDERSURRENDERSURRENDER ::::

1) Growing peace and joy from within. No interference of thought, meaning neither negative
nor positive thoughts affect your state of being.

2) Sense of desirelessness for any material object without being repulsed by them. In this state
of desirelessness and purity, all your thirst will be automatically quenched, with God providing
everything your heart longs for.
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